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A comprehensive menu of Saravana Bhavan from Johannesburg covering all 17 menus and drinks can be
found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Saravana Bhavan:
today after a long time for lunch (this box was closed for renovations, for the last 6 months) the meal and the

overall experience have enjoyed very well. the interiors look very elegant. well done to the SB team read more.
What User doesn't like about Saravana Bhavan:

friendly staff welcomed us. we had a divorce. dosa, idly, utapam. was disappointed by the spicing and quality.
found sambals salty and chutneys lack aromen. will try to compare other restaurants in the chain. read more.
The customers love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the

Saravana Bhavan from Johannesburg, with its unconventional Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of what
you know meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Furthermore, the customers of the restaurant enjoy the

extensive variety of the various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available. If you'd like
something dessert for dessert, Saravana Bhavan does not disappoint with its extensive selection of desserts,

there are also tasty vegetarian menus in the menu.
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Pizza
WESTERN

Extras
GINGER

Side dishes
BHATURA

Dessert
MASALA TEA

Indian
MASALA

Soft drinks
JUICE

Südindische Gerichte
MASALA DOSA

Beverages
JUICES

Hot drinks
TEA

Coffee
COFFEE

Curries Special
ALOO JEERA

Ingredients Used
WATERMELON

These types of dishes
are being served
DESSERTS

Non alcoholic drinks
CHAI

MASALA CHAI

Restaurant Category
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN
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